In recent years, many studies on urban mobility based on large data sets have been published: most of them are based on crowdsourced GPS data or smart-card data. We present, what is to the best of our knowledge, the first exploration of public transport delay data harvested from a large-scale, official public transport positioning system, provided by the Wrocław municipality. We introduce the methodology to analyze the distribution of delays in public transport, enabling the improvement of timetables by making them more realistic, and thus improve passenger comfort. We evaluate the method considering the characteristics of delays between stops in relation to the direction, time, and delay variance of 1648 stop pairs from 16-mln delay reports. We construct a normalized feature matrix of likelihood of a given delay change happening at a given hour on the edge between two stops. We then calculate the distances between such matrices using the earth mover's distance and cluster them using hierarchical agglomerative clustering with Vor Hees's linkage method. As a result, we obtained six profiles of delay changes in Wrocław: edges nearly not impacting the delay at all, these not impacting the delay significantly, likely to cause strong increase of delay, these causing increase of delay, edges likely to cause strong decrease of delay, and finally these likely to cause decrease of delay (i.e., when a public transport vehicle is speeding). We analyze the spatial and mode of transport properties of each cluster and provide insights into reasons of delay change patterns in each of the detected profiles. Such insights can be successfully utilized in traffic structure optimization and transport model split.
bus/tram stop. With the rise of the number of inhabitants, cities struggle more and more to provide mobility services [1] that can prevent the rising number of cars in use, improve the quality of life and reduce the stress effect delay has on the population [2] . Understanding what causes public transport to be late is also important for the operator -with fewer delays the total traffic and transport performance can be improved with the same work and infrastructure costs.
With this significance in mind we observe an important growth of intelligent transport solutions (ITS, [3] ) being deployed for public transport [4] -electronic ticket/smart card systems, cellphone-based mobility monitoring [5] , cameras calculating the number of passengers on stops and in transit, GPS-based location systems for automatic vehicle location (AVL) [6] and many others. Karlaftis and Vlahogianni [7] provide a broad summary of what has been done in this area before 2011. A broad viewpoint on analysis of movement data is provided by Dodge et al. [8] . Sester et al. [9] state a general framework for identifying patterns in trajectories and apply it to a dataset of 125 GPS trajectories from smartphones. Some general surveys on the smart city and big data are also worth mentioning such as the work of Khan et al. [10] and Furletti et al. [11] .
Studies of urban mobility vary by the kind of data used, the mode (modes) of transport that they take into account and the motivation behind the study. Before the rise of more extensive data gathering, systems scientists would collect information from personal travel journals provided by a selected group of study participants. Cell phone infrastructure availability allowed monitoring of macroscale mobility phenomena in urban areas [12] . Electronic ticketing systems and bike rental systems -the check-in -check-out data tables were evaluated. The rise of widespread GPS usage has brought large-scale data sources for all modes of transport -either from built-in devices in vehicles or travelers' smartphones, while also joining them with other data [13] .
Public transport analysis of smart-card and similar ticketing systems concentrated on understanding customer behaviour and mobility. Morency et al. [14] use k-means ( [15] [16] [17] ) clustering to create a mesoscopic perspective from 6 000 000 boarding information in Gatineau (Canada). The authors condition ticket type and times of usage on detected clusters. Each cluster obtained by clustering process corresponded to different user profile like a student or a senior. Similar works on passenger clusters analysis were done based on data from urban transport network of Rennes Metropole (France) [18] . Poussevin et al. [19] perform nonnegative matrix factorisation to detect clusters of activity patterns in Paris subway and explain usage behaviours.
Having a GPS device in all vehicles gives the possibility to mine a variety of information. Galba et al. [20] used buses GPS locations from the period of one month to find spots with increased congestion (both k-means and DBSCAN [21] algorithms were used on 12 000 data points). Stenneth et al. [22] detect stations and routes of public transport. Moreira-Matias et al. [23] use GPS-based AVL system data to validate existing timetables. In Dalian City a custom variant of the k-means algorithm was used to obtain locations of unique transit stops based on historical vehicle positions [24] . This kind of systems can reduce costs of updating timetables with new data. Mazloumi et al. [25] explore the GPS data from a bus route with spatiotemporal and weather considerations in mind.
We have not found reports which use large-scale GPS data containing information about the punctuality of public transport vehicles such as the data used in this paper. However, Bruinsma et al. [26] provide a noteworthy estimation of the unreliability of public transport chains in the Netherlands. The study is based on a medium-sized subset of transport operators, yet it's novelty lies in taking into account not only the delays but also the delay probability and set it against the user expectations and willingness to accept a risk of delay.
Mazimpaka and Timpf [27] provide a visually stunning exploratory work on Dublin public transport delay data across a given bus route.
In this paper, we tackle the task of analysing delays in a large-scale AVL data set collected from the official intelligent transport and positioning system of the public transport in the city Wrocław. Our goal is to provide insight into the mesoscopic scale of public transport tardiness. We start with describing the data collection and preprocessing procedure in Section II, methodology of clustering in Section III and the results with discussion in Section IV with short conclusions and future work in Section V.
II. DATA
In 2013 Wrocław's Municipal Transport Company (Miejskie Przedsiȩbiorstwo Komunikacyjne, MPK) provided the possibility to check the location of each public transport vehicle's location. The map was shared on-line on company's website and is still available and actively used. 1 MPK also created a mobile application leveraging both this data and some additional -information about delays. Inside the iMPK 2 mobile application, users can see the delay of each public transport vehicle in Wrocław. This data is available to the mobile app via a JSON API which has been documented after the original application had been reverse engineered. 3 In this work we use data collected from this JSON API. It is For this work data from Wrocław's Municipal Transport Company (MPK) was collected during one month (February 2017). Every 10 seconds a snapshot of all vehicles positions was captured and saved with metadata (described in Table I ). Altogether 61 278 363 data points were collected between 1st and 28th of February 2017. This data was further reduced because data points tend to be reported more than once, due to various reasons: cached results, the vehicle lost connection with GPS, etc. We have selected a subset of unique data points, taking the first minimum time stamp of a unique data point arrival. The selected subset consists of 25 755 313 data points (42% of all data points). This data set, however, included both weekdays, weekends and night transit. To work on a coherent phenomenon, all of which differ regarding the number of vehicles in the system, the trip frequency and also conditions. Delays occurring at night or on the weekend, when traffic is reduced, form different which should be analysed separately.
We have decided to perform our analysis only on weekdays, on which the daily mode of transport starts around 4:30 and slowly switches to night transit around 23:30. We have restrained the data to hours 6:00-22:00 on weekdays so that we have encapsulated only the most standard daytime weekday public transport. We have also removed all night lines which numbers in Wrocław start have the form of 2xx. As a result, we have selected 17 168 290 data points, which encapsulate 66% of unique data points and 28% of all gathered data points. From this data set spanning 20 weekdays, we further remove February the 9th, a Thursday with a lot of anomalies due to multiple traffic accidents, detours and very long delays or courses missing. We also set the maximum delay change evaluated to range from −35 to 35 minutes to overcome the problem of outliers. The final evaluated dataset contains 16 215 786 unique data points and represents a reasonably coherent delay distribution over the days.
A. From Vehicle Positions to Stops Edges
Our data contains locations of each vehicle with metadata. This format is not useful to us yet because it would be difficult to aggregate it in a manner which would allow city analysts to draw valuable conclusions about delay patterns, to change this, the delay data was transformed.
The value of feature delay changes only when the value of feature last_stop does. It means that the course delay is calculated during the event of arriving at the next stop -it is the systems prognosis of the vehicles delay in arrival to the next stop. The important notion is that we are not interested in the delay per se, as it might be more or less accurate in the end, but in the scale of changes of delays between stops. The fact that the delay changes solely when the feature stop_no changes are going to be the main assumption of the preprocessing process. For each course (a sequence of positions) algorithm checks whether the stop_no is different the stop_no of the previous position. If this is the case, then we assign a difference of delays between these two positions to the edge between the previous value of stop_no and the current one. The output is a list of delay changes which occurred while a bus or tram was travelling there.
Having preprocessed our data, we stand with following structure:
• stop_from: id of a stop which is the start of the edge • stop_to: id of a stop which is the end of the edge • delay_difference: difference of delays of vehicle when it was on stop_to and stop_from. It's how many milliseconds of delay the vehicle gained during the travel between stop_to and stop_from
B. Filtering Based on Official Schedules
Aside from vehicle positions data, we also use public transport schedule data from the General Transit Feed Specification 4 for the city of Wrocław. 5 Wrocław's GTFS data from February 2017 are present in the TransitFeeds archives. 6 In our work we use two files from GTFS: stops which provide stops coordinates and stop_times which we use to get all stop pairs being serviced by at least one line. We use archived data from GTFS covering February 2017 collected at 27th January, 10th of February and 24th of February.
C. Filtering by Data Points
We preprocess the GTFS stop_times data file of each archive and obtain a set of stop pairs allowed to occur in normal public transport activity, which includes both the stop pairs with mandatory stops and all on-demand possible variants of a stop following stop. We have discarded stop pairs with the first and the last stops on the line intentionally, which also removes all trips shorter than four stops. The first and last two stop segments reported unreliable delay values, usually based on cancelling accumulated delays at the beginning or the finish of the trip. The GTFS data allow 8037 valid edge pairs, after discarding the first/last edge pairs per trip and trips shorter than four stops, we obtain 4581 valid edge pairs.
We have inferred 35189 stop to stop edges from the AVL data and after filtering the AVL data by the selected GTFS stops we are left 902 000 data points evidencing delays for 1742 stops. There are many reasons for this, most of the superfluous edges stem from errors in reporting positions from AVLs or trips that had missed a stop, such as when the vehicle's report was not delivered due to a GPRS connection error or because there was an unplanned detour (which happens surprisingly often in practice). We present this network in Figure 1 While edges which do not exist in the real world can be filtered quite easily, we have noticed that some edges contain much fewer data points and as such become much less trustworthy to evaluate. We place two requirements on the stop pair data to allow a given stop pair to be a part of the analysis.
First, we require it to have data points for all evaluated hours, i.e. at least one data point for every hour between 6 and 22. This requirement. With this threshold, we can select the stop pairs that correctly reported data and have been in use for the entire period. Secondly, we only use points that have at least D = 17 * 19 = 323 data points, i.e. 1 point per hour per day. Both of those requirements allows to further filter less used stops and special cases of stop pairs due to anomalous phenomena in the network. We present the filtered network in Figure 1 
III. METHODOLOGY
Each of 1648 edges which are a result of previous steps is represented by a list of delay changes of vehicles travelling on them. We want to perform cluster analysis to identify profiles of delay characteristics of the public transport network. One can expect different groups of edges to have similar delay characteristics.
For each delay change, our data also contains a timestamp with information when it happened. Intuitively one can assume that delay changes may vary during different times of the day. A perfect representation would take into account:
• two dimensions of data: both delay change value and time it occurred should be considered, • density of points: the chosen representation should recognise the density of delay changes of given value in given time, i.e. be resilient to the fact that for certain times of day we may have more points than in others due to differentiation in transit headways.
A. Delay Change Distribution Representation
We propose a representation based on the discretization of all delay changes points in both dimensions. Figure 2 shows first part of creating edge representation suitable for further clustering. Figure 2a shows sample delay changes and hour they occurred plotted on a two-dimensional chart. The next step is to decide the bins for time discretization. In the example the following bins were used: five hour time bins as seen in Figure 2 (b), 2 minute delay bins as seen in 2 (c). The next step showed in Figure 2d is to calculate the total number of delay points in each bin (taking into account both delay change discretisation and time discretisation).
Then each bin for time is going to be considered separately and normalized (showed in Figure 3 (a)). For each cell in the specific time bin, the value is going to be normalised by dividing the value by the sum of values in the whole column (time bin). This should be done for all rows as showed in Figure 3 (abc). This process of normalisation guarantees that the number of delay points in whole time bin is going to be neglected during comparison with different time bin. The last step showed in Figure 3d is to normalise the whole matrix -dividing each cell by the sum of all cells. Thanks to this process all the values of the edge representation sum to 1 and it is easier to analyse.
The edges which have no values in any of the above time bins were deleted. The bins used for delays changes are as built in the manner: (-infinity, −30.5 min], then a bin of 5 minutes up till −5.5 -i.e. (−10.5,−5.5]. Next, we use 1 minute long bins till −0.5, ex. (−5.5, −4.5]. The bin formed around 0, which we will refer to as punctual, on time, or no delay change bin is defined as (−0.5,0.5] bin. Afterwards, the rising delay bings are formed in a manner symmetric as the bins with negative changes in delay.
B. Clustering
There is no obvious choice for selecting a clustering method to obtain clusters of delay profiles in a public transport network. Many papers in the field use k-means, yet rarely do they profile justification for the choice of the method or the choice of parameter. We decided not to use k-means as no well-grounded ways of selecting the parameter k without performing costly parameter estimation are available. Additionally, our distance matrix between all edges will be precalculated, and k-means algorithm relies on recalculating the mean representative of a cluster, which wouldn't be possible without steps requiring heavy computations for each iteration of the clustering algorithm.
We have decided to use agglomerative clustering [28] from scipy [29] instead. This approach allows us to follow the dendrogram and understand each of the splits, allowing additional analysis and deeper understanding of the clustering process. Agglomerative clustering starts with assigning every edge to be a separate cluster. Then in each step, it performs cluster merge between two nearest clusters. Clusters distances are maintained in a distance matrix, which at the beginning of the process is the same as the distance matrix between all objects (edges). After the merge of two closest clusters, the distance matrix has to be updated -algorithm removes distances between pairs containing merged clusters and recomputes the distance between new cluster and old clusters using a selected linkage metric. We have selected the Vor Hees algorithm [30] also known as the Farthest Point Algorithm or in scipy termsthe complete linkage method. This approach treats the farthest distance between elements from each of the clusters as the distance between the clusters. In other words, for clusters u and v: d(u, v) = max i∈u, j ∈v di st (i, j ), where di st is the distance metric we propose in section III-C.
At first, we have experimented with Ward's method which has a goal of minimising intra-cluster variance [31] . Unfortunately minimizing variance sometimes meant that the clusters would be too small at lower cuts, yielding larger numbers of groups, while some of them were typologically similar to others and some would be outliers that one would want to discuss separately. Using the Vor Hees approach the outliers form separate clusters much earlier in the dendrogram and can be detected sooner.
C. Distance Metric Between Edges
In last chapter the data collected from ITS was processed into individual objects: edges starting and ending at given stops with delay changes distributed over time. Thanks to transforming them into discretised form, a matrix, it is now easier to compare two edges. The matrix has the same dimensions for all edges, which is going to make distance calculations simpler.
It is crucial for any clustering to choose a correct and domain fitting distance metric for comparing two objects. In our domain the distance metric should satisfy few requirements:
• it should reflect the difference in cell values • it should take into account the distance between cells which values are being compared • it should reflect the distance in a way that allows us to consider small variances of data as noise -really similar objects should be close to each other Earth Mover's Distance (EMD): The concept of earth mover's distance was first proposed in 1781 as a part of transportation theory [32] . It gained popularity as a distance metric for images. In 1941 the Earth Mover's Distance was again used as a part of transportation theory by Hitchcock [33] . In his work, he defines a problem of supplying amounts of a product from m factories to n cities. If one has to transport x i j tons of product from specific factory i to specific city j, which cost of is defined as a i j , the total cost of all such operations would be:
Stating the problem like this can make the distance we get using above equation proportional to the work one needs to perform to accomplish a task. As the name of EMD suggests, the source metaphor for this metric can be found in piles of earth. This distance is proportional to the amount of work that needs to be performed to transform one distribution (one field with piles of earth) into another (different field with different piles of earth). In our case, the total amount of earth is 1, since we normalised all of our bins at the end of processing edges to our representation for clustering. We used a python wrapper pyemd for calculating earth mover's distance was used [34] . It is based on the work done by Pele and Werman [35] , [36] .
Earth mover's distance considers all bins of our edge representation to be different piles of earth. Its goal is to find a minimal (in regard to performed work) way of transforming one edge representation to another. It does it using:
• values inside cells (probability of given delay value at given time) • distances between cells We described the first component in Section III-A. The second one needs to be supplied into earth mover's distance algorithm in the form of a distance matrix. For each bin, a distance to all other bins should be calculated. It should reflect the real distance between bins in both dimensions: delay and time changes. In this paper a simple workflow was used to calculate this distance matrix: 1) the distance between cells in the same hour slot is equal to the distance between the centres of the bins' interval, ex. the distance between (13, [−0.5, 0.5]) and (13, [0.5, 1.5]) is 1 2) the distance across hour slots is equal to the distance between cells as if it were in the same hour slot, plus the distance between hours in minutes, ex. distance between cell (13, [−0.5, 0.5]) and (15, [0.5, 1.5]) is 1 + 120 = 121 as the distance between cells is 1 and the distance between 13:00 and 15:00 is 2 hours. This distance can be treated as the number of minutes dividing a transport vehicle between two cells, and thus the calculated flows, instead of representing amounts of product from factories to cities are representing values of time, in minutes, needed for two vehicles from these two cells to be in the same cell.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We obtained a dendrogram of clusters on the described data (see Figure 4 ) using the agglomerative clustering with Voor Hees's method. We proceed with the analysis by the last 50 merges of the dendrogram, up until we reach a point where the clusters stop acting well enough as profile types and become too small and thus not general enough to form a typology. The smaller the cluster is, the more interesting it becomes as a source of insight concerning a particular fragment of the city, yet it also begins to show extreme features of a subset of edges, which does not hold a generalisation value. In the following section we describe clusters by two factors: the cut-level, i.e. the distance treshold at which the dendrogram was cut, and the number of cluster among the clusters present after that cut. Thus if a dendrogram cut at level 5 yields two clusters, we name them: 5.1 and 5.2 -the nomenclature we will be using from now on is cut-level.cluster-number.
A. Exploring the Dendrogram
The first cut of the dendrogram 4, at level 5 gave us two clusters, first of size four with edges that had a high probability of increasing the delay in every hour and the other which grouped all the rest -which allowed both an increase, decrease or no change of delay. The second cut at 3.4 split the second cluster (5:2) into two sub-clusters: 3.4:2 which contained 80 edges that had circa 50% chance of decreasing delay by 30-90 seconds, the 3.4:3 which contained the other 392 edges grouped. The next cut at 2.1 split the most delay increasing cluster (5:1) into a three edge cluster (2.1:1) with delay increase ranging up to 5.5 minutes during the rush hours and a singleton cluster with a 40% chance of a 5.5-10.5 minute delay increase. The next two cuts at 2.02 and 1.929 and 1.89 cut the 392 edge cluster 3.4:3 into three clusters and the 3.2:2 cluster into two clusters -which we are going to describe in depth below.
We stopped after five cuts of the dendrogram at the level 1.89 at which we have obtained a rich typology of delay changes in stop pairs, and the next cuts did not bring more typological insight. The next cut would split a delay increasing cluster into one that was more coherent and the other had a higher variance of data but did not introduce any new insight regarding typology.
The furthest cut we have explored was the cut at .5 which yielded 83 clusters, 17 of them contained more than four stop pairs and were representing more detailed subtypes of the presented typology, different by levels of delay increase or decrease and variation of data in a cluster. The delay change clusters split into many small clusters that become very specific (1-4 edges). The rest of the clusters in this cut came from the cluster representing stops that did not change delays.
B. Evaluating Clusters
We evaluate the clusters based on the spatial distribution of edges in the cluster and the distribution of delays per hour. The clusters span a typology of delay changes induced by a stop pair; we can discuss the following classes of delay causing types:
• 1 stop pair causing a very large delay increase with high probability -cluster 1.89:2 -histogram presented in Figure 6b 
. Filtering by Data Points
It is noteworthy to see that the case for Wrocław is that the largest cluster comprising 43% of evaluated stop pairs contains edges that increase delays by a small amount. This observation coupled with the fact that only 16% of stop pairs influence decrease the delays similarly shows that the city's public transport delays a systematic trip corridor problem related to delay accumulation in regular transport work rather than a set of local issues, although they also do exist. We will now discuss each of the delay phenomena in three points of view: the outliers, the small changes that matter and the delay invariant edges.
D. The Outliers That Change the Most
Let us start with the few stop pairs, six of them all together that have the highest impact, four cause significant delay increases, two -decreases. As seen in Figure 7 they do not follow a spatial pattern, and their characteristic is a result of local constraints that we describe below.
The cluster 1.89:2, actually a singleton, with the most delaying stop pair in the city is a story in its own. This pair of stops is a part of a bus route on the Zwyciȩska street. It is a street on the outskirts and suburbs of Wrocław, along which several thousand inhabitants use cars to enter the city through Aleja Karkonoska an important entry corridor to the city. However, because Aleja Karkonoska is the direct connection between the A4 highway and the city centre, the lights between Karkonoska and Zwyciȩska leave a small window for cars from Zwyciȩska street to enter the corridor, causing regular traffic jams. As the bus corridor is not separated from the lane, the bus has to wait its turn to enter the main corridor in the traffic alongside with cars.
As a result we can witness an extraordinary outlier stop pair, even though we have filtered out the anomalies, removed delays greater than 35 minutes, we can see the cluster's time and delay heatmap presented in Figure 6b that it still stands out as having a 0% probability of not increasing the delay time during the rush hours. The most probable delay increase in the rush hours is 5-10 minutes with around 50% probability. The morning rush is also clearly observable -with delay increase ranging 2.5-3.5 minutes. In any given hour, the most likely delay change is an increase. All of this is caused by heavy car traffic on the one-laned street.
The cluster 1.89:1 contains cases with a larger delay increase -but smaller than the previous outlier are all caused by extensive car traffic -as can be observed when comparing Figure 6a with 6b. The first case is a tram stop pair in the south-west of the city where a tram lane is crossing an entry lane to the city that has high traffic levels. The other case in the south downtown is related to a bus driving through a locallevel road in filled with speed bumps and many cars finishing their journeys.
Out of the two stop pairs that reduce the delay significantly, as seen on the heat map in Figure 6c -the first one is an edge close to Main Railway Station which serves as a conventional boundary on a loop tram line, as well as a meeting point of two timetables which in some cases may cause irregularities. In itself, it is an edge that has been set in a corridor separated from cars with one set of lights between the stops. The edge itself starts with a large junction that is a source of delays. Thus they are not evidenced in this edge. Most of the delay decreases here stem from the fact that the only lights are well aligned with the tram, and the entire track is separated from cars. As a result, the tram can travel with higher velocity. The other edge is a single bus line remote stop pair in a scarcely populated area with stops on demand with very few users of the road. Thus the driver can maintain high velocity and make up for delays gathered elsewhere. Similar cases happen for other edges in the cluster.
E. The Small Delays That Matter
These two clusters shape the reality of everyday public transport user in the city and as we can see in the Figure 8 they do not form visible spatial patterns. The simplest truth about them -there is more small delay-inducing edges, then the decreasing ones. Among other findings, we see no correlations between corridors separated from cars and the junctions that have the intelligent transport system enabled.
The edges from cluster 1.89:7 which cause delay increasessee Figure 6g -overlap with major mass transit corridors, both bus and tramway. Their presence shows two main factors: 1. despite the existence of ITS, not enough priority is granted to mass transit by traffic lights, 2. vehicles may get stuck in general traffic flow on mixed-use lanes. However, tram routes are mostly separated (more than 85%). Stop pairs which cause a small increase in delays are by far more numerous than the ones which decrease it. No particular pattern on the city map can be seen in this case except that these edges tend to line up in lengthy sections. Furthermore, concentrations of these edges mark the presence of main interchanges. All these aspects show that the city faces a structural, systematic problem for multiple reasons from poorly executed left turns, traffic lights not prioritising public transport well enough and many more. In some of the cases we can also expect a poorly modelled timetable, that does not take into account the reality of complex mobility problems happening in the city.
The edges decreasing delays (cluster 1.89:6) are distributed across the entire city, they are mostly present alongside longer road segments, often with fewer traffic lights and junctions, where buses can speed up to make up delays. Their impact on delays is presented in Figure 6f . 
F. The Invariant Ideals
The two invariant clusters 1.89:5 and 1.89:4 -the ideals we would like to aim for are very different in size -the 35% second largest cluster of normal delay behaviour in the city -60% probability of no delay change and a small 3% cluster with a larger variance.
It is important to acknowledge the role of the high probability no delay change cluster. Without it the city would be stuck in traffic most of the time. The histograms are almost perfect -see Figures 6e (most resilient stop pairs) and 6d (less resilient), nearly 75% of all transport happening between these pair stops happen on time. Most of those stop pairs are the place car traffic has been significantly decreased due to road organisation, disallowing left turns, assigning traffic light priority to trams or the lanes being separated from cars. The peripheries are mostly bus stop pairs in areas on the side from main car traffic corridors through the city.
This 3% of stops are mostly bus and tram lanes that share high transport through output streets with, which leaves them to be mostly on time outside of the rush hours and delayed in the rush hours.
G. The Typology
These clusters form the five basic archetypes of stop edges in Wrocław: 1) nearly not impacting the delay at all 2) not impacting the delay significantly 3) likely to cause a strong increase in delay 4) likely to cause an increase of delay 5) likely to cause a strong decrease in delay 6) likely to cause a decrease in delay While these types of delay changes may seem obvious at first, it is the distribution of stop pairs among the clusters that describe the city's public transport mobility. Some cities face local delay problems; the others face systematic issues. Some well-designed areas will have key transport routes fall entirely in the delay invariant clusters. Others will be able to learn which parts of infrastructure, schedules or timetables require corrections or interventions. In the case of Wrocław, as we have mentioned already, the key takeaways are that the city has systematic rather than local delay problems with some local outliers.
Another important aspect of the typology at this level is that the divisions are not subdivided by rush hours. The traffic invariant and the small delay changes clusters do not change their characteristics dependent on the rush hours, while the stop pairs where delay changes are substantial are strongly related to car rush hours.
We provide the map with all the result in carto for additional exploration: https://niedakh.carto.com/builder/94ec49aa-9c4c-42f0-992a-c79cb3b5db51/embed.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We collected and processed large scale AVL data concerning public transport in the city of Wrocław. After preprocessing 1648 stop to stop edges and related 16 million delay data points were evaluated. We provide a methodology for assessing delay pattern changes and clustering them into meaningful profiles. Our evaluation provides us with profiles of stop to stop edges in the evaluated public transport system: stop pairs that are not impacting the delay significantly, or are likely to cause an increase of delay, or are likely to create a strong decrease of delay, or are likely to cause a small decrease of delay. We also make a systematic note that delays stem from accumulating small delays over multiple edges rather than from single edges causing vast delays, which do happen but are mostly outliers in the scale of the entire system. We provide expert insight into reasons of delay change patterns in each of the clusters based on their spatial distribution and mode of transport.
The area of future work is extensive. We plan to perform an extensive analysis of deeper cuts of the dendrogram and subclusters which contain edges with extreme delay change patterns. It is also interesting to move from the cluster analysis to the network analysis and evaluate how the delay change profiles are distributed over paths of lines operating in the city. We expect to find patterns of delay change profiles in lines depending on their spatial and mode of transport characteristics.
We have applied the method to delays, but it can also be applied to other spatiotemporal measures characteristics of the edges in a transport network such as velocity, the number of passengers or even the amount of accidents. It can also be used for rerouting, should one decide to split long city-wide lines into short ones to decrease the scale of impact the delay accumulation has on the lines.
Finally, in the recent years, we have witnessed many papers concerning finding typologies of cities (see [37] ), one can imagine an atlas of cities built around the concept of public transport mobility delay typology. 
